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iHTHCaJUCTION
The Project
**A Coaparatlve Analysis of T1X« Ditching Ifechines" deslg-"
natad as Project IO38 by the Agricultural Experlaent Station^
Iowa State College^ Is sponsored by the Iowa State College
Research Foundation. The project «as Initiated In 19^7 to:
1. Study the operation, use and limitations of the pre*
sent tile ditching machines under various lova soil conditions.
2* Conduct time studies in regard to the rate of soil
excavation for the purpose of determining the coat of opera
tion and the efficiency of the machines*
3* Study the adaptability of these machines for farmer
use on an individual or cooperative basis ^ and to determine
the conditions vhlch will justify their purchase*
4« Compare the costs of the various methods used In
ditching, including hand digging.
5* Blalce sixggestlons for the improvement of the design,
operation and use of these machines.
Justification of the Study
The high farm prices and extremely vet seasons of the
past few years have prompted among Iowa farmers an Increased
-2.
Interest in subsurface drainage# The farmer Is Interested in
increasing his crop yields through better drainage of culti
vated lands and ineraasing his tillable acres by draining
ponded areas and s«aap lands.
Thtt vastness of the area still needing drainage to sone
degree is emphasised by Hanson (21yp,112) In his statements
It has been roughly estimated that upwards of
10 percent of the farm land in northern Iowa ...
are not adequately drained. This estimate includes
repairs of old systems as well as Installations of
new systems. The past few wet years have exposed
faults of many drainage systems. The future will
see mar^ tile lines replaced because of poor ori
ginal design, faulty construction, or Improper
maintenance.
According to a survey of the farm market for drain tile,
made before the war emergency, there is much drainage work yet
to be done in practically every county in the United States
(32). The land area that had been tiled was shown to be small
as compared to the vast area still requiring tiling.
King and lynes (2O9p.ll), in discussing tile draiasge in
the Hississippi valley, states, "Almost every farm here has
sone land in need of drainage.**
The Iowa Interim Flood Control Committee Beport (18)
estimates that there are 3»^^lBf500 acres of farm lands in Iowa
that are In need of better drainage practices. Of this amount
they state 1,981,9^^ acres are in need of tile drainage.
The state of Iowa, according to the Census of Drainage
(33)f had, in 1940, drainage enterprises amounting to
6,164^344 acres or approxiiaately 17.2 per cent of the total
-3-
land area of the state. Host of these enterprises were lo
cated in north central Towa, southwpstern Iowa near the *1»-
soari River and In southeastern Town near the Mississippi
Biwer. The Investment In these enterprises wss f75»374f4^97»
an average of abont tl2,20 an acre.
The Census of Drainage (33) showed thst of the 6,164,3^
acres recorded in drainage enterprises, 5»2R9,301 acres, or
aboat 86 per cent of them, were over l,ono acres in si*e.
Only 8,145 acres were recorded for drainage enterprises of
less than ino acres.
The definition of a drainage enterprise as quoted from
the Census of Drainage (33,P*^) followss
A drainage enterprise was defined, for the
purpose of the census, as the area (1) organized
in one drainage district, or (2) assessed for the
same public drain, or (3) In corporate or in private
ownership drained by works operated as one undertak
ing. Privately owned enterprises draining less than
500 acres each were omitted frora the census, but all
enterprises established under State drainage laws
were Included.
Trom these figures and the definition of a drainage enter
prise It is evident that many acres of drainage systems were
never recorded because they were too smII and had been pri
vately Installed. It is also evident that the small and iso
lated areas needing drainage were sidestepped by dralmge con
tractors because they did not attract large equipment.
There Is, at the present time, a greatly Increased inter
est in tiling machines, their cost of operation and the quan
tity and quality of the work done by the machines. This
interest has teen accelerated as a result of the scarcity of
hai^ tilers needed for Installation of new tile drainage sys-
teas or iaprOTeaent of existing tile drains, With reference
to this scarcity in fllinnesota Manson (21^p«112) statess
Good tilers, at least in this section of the
country, are almost a gen of the past. If this
labor deficiency continues, there is but one solu-
tlon, pnd that 15 that some low-cost, efficient
mechanical-trenching equipment must be developed.
King and Lynes (20,p.l25) point out that "Due to the growing
scarcity of hand tilers, many contractors are using machines of
different kinds In their work."
Large commercial tile ditchers hf've been unable to meet
the demand for drainage instnllations not only because of the
large acreage on which farmers are aeslrous of having subsur
face drainage Installed, but also as a result of the high cost
of satiBfactorily Installing, with large machinery, the many
small snppleaentary drainage systeas that are needed.
Several small ditching aechines are being manufactured
and placed on the market to help meet the demand for null
machines with a low Initlsl cost and low coat of operation.
This will permit the machine to be used to an advantage on the
small drainage systems that are yet to be Installed.
There Is a need for comparison and evnluntlon of the var
ious machines In terms of rate of excavation of the ditch under
various soil conditions, condition of the ditch for laying the
tile, and cost of operation and labor expenditure. The
experiments and tests presented herein are an attempt to
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devise a method ot evaluation of the varlocs aachlnea from the
standpoint of these prohleas. It vlll be Impossible to recom
mend the one best machine because of the dlfferexices In soil
types9 soil conditions encountered and needs In the different
parts of the conntrjr,
Eevlem of Literature
The available literature on trenching machinery has been
reviewed In an attempt to assemble information about the his
tory of the development of ditching machines and about compari
sons of the different machines as to performance, rate of
excavation and costs of operation. An attempt was also made to
obtain information about the use and reQulrements of the ditch
ing machines and benching machines used In other fields of
endeavor irtilch night be applicable to machines used In drainage
installations* An extensive search of library material re
vealed no literature pertaining to comparisons of the differ
ent types of tiling machines as to performance or rate of ex
cavation*
of tranehlM aaehltiMv
The development of suitable machines for tile ditching
vas stimulated hy a number of factors - the high cost of hand
digging, the scarcity of qualified hand tilers and the large
number of acres to be drained by subsurface drainage*
In lessening the ardnous task of hand digging
the trenches for tile drains as early as the middle of the
nineteenth century is evidenced by the Inclusion In the annual
report of the New York State Agricultural Society for l855
(24,p.5f>) a report on Pratt's Ditch Digger, Figure 1. The
report states;
Pratt *s Ditch Digger, the consnlttee consider the
most valuable machine, or Implement for the farm,
either newly Invented, or an Improvement of any
one in use offered for competition. . • . The com
mittee witnessed the working of the digger, and
were satisfied that by means of it ditching can
be performed with great ease and dispatch, to
the farmer It must prove Invaluable*
The annual report of the Hew York State Agricultural
Society for 186? (23,p,620) gives the following report on a
^ ditching machine manufactured by E. Heath of Fowlerville,
New York, The machine is shown in Figure 2.
• • • • It will cut a tile drain at the rate of
from four to six rods a hour in ordinary ground.
It cut a ditch In our presence. In a very adhesive
clay soil, two feet deep. . . It appears compli
cated on looking at the figure; but it is in
reality very simple. There is not a single
geared wheel used in Its construction; it can all
be made by a blacksmith or carpenter. • • any one
that is competent to run a mowing machine or
threshing machine will have no difficulty in
operating this one.
Yarnell (3*)» discussing the development of excavating
machinery up to 1915» states:
• . « The increasing demand for suitable exca
vating machinery has engaged the attention of many
men of mechanical bent, and the result has bpen the
invention of modern types of machinery, the develoi>-
ment of which has been rapid. By the use of modern
machinery the cost of drainage work has been so
reduced as now seldom to afford valid excuse for
-7-
Flg, !• ?^att*s Ditch Digger -
Fig, Heath's Ditch Digger - IB67*
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failure to drain.
Perhaps the first sxtccessful use of pomr
ssachlnery In drainage work was a project In Illinois
in 1862 when a floating dredge was used for digging
the channels. • • • Although many delays and diffi
culties were encountered In the eerly stages of
developswnt of the cost of excavation by niachlnery
was soon reduced far below that by hand labor*
This period 3iarks an epoch In the progress of
drainage In this country. . • (34,p.2)
The first tsechnlcal trenching machines, Introduced In the
early nineteen hundreds, were large, cumbersome, slow moving
machines requiring the almost continuous attention of an
engineer. The Parsons Model 60, built In 1907, Figure 3,
and the Buckeye "todel 1 built In 1908, Figure 4, are examples
of these early aiachlnes. From these pictures it can be seen
readily that great progress has been made from the use of steaa
pover^ the use of very heavy structiiral meabers and the large
embersome arrangeaent to provide for the detachMent of ttM
power unit for other uses* Soae of the first laproveoents to
be incorpfn-ated into the machines Included the use of an
Internal combustion engine and the redesign of the machine Into
a lighter, more compact unit. Figure 5 shows the Buckeye machine
of 1914.
JUlidfifil trenching machine
The requirements of an Ideal trenching aachine^ because
of the varied conditions under which it may be called upon to
operate, are many. Tarnell, 1920, (34) gives the following
reQuireisents of a good trenching machine ^ namelyt
-9-
Flg* 3» Parsons Trenchliner, Model 60 - 1907*
t
Fig. 4, Buckeye Traction Ditcher - 1908»
Pig» Buckeye Traction Ditcher • 1914.
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1. It must operst© efficiently throoch
varlotts kinds of soil.
2» It must b«» capable of cutting true to
grade.
3. It nust work for long periods without
breaking or otherwise getting out of
order, (35»P*3)
Tarnell^ 1920, (35) also suggests: "The first of these requlre-
nents Is the hardest to fulfill: the second the easiest."(35,p.3)
Currens (12) states that the Ideal trenching nschlne
should t
1. Move from Job to Job with the ease of
an ordinary truck. This would Include
loading and unloading If by trailer,
2. Be capable of quick setting-up and dig
ging 100 feet and get away to the next
Job at a saving . • . •
3. Kxcavate a trench only wide enough to
Insert the ordinary aaeln laid. ...
4-, Be able to place the ditch so that Its
center line Is not over 18 Inches from
a wall or hedge.
5, Be able to start a ditch close to a wall
or fence line. (12,p.23-25)
Currens (12) also states: "The menufaeturers could look oore
at the overall picture and assist tbe nenber conpsnles not to
Just get a aachlne but a process.** (12,p.23-25)*
Rowenstlne (16) In discussing the requlreaents a tllli^
machine should meet, gives the following suggestions!
1. The rcachlne should cut a perfect trench
at one crossing of the ground.
2. The machine should be designed to cross
Its own trench without difficulty and
violent assistance.
3. Proylsion should be aiade for ample bearing
of the tractive parts on all types and
conditions of soil.
4. The grading device for the digging appara
tus aust be pover driven. It must be
acctirate, easy to control and positive in
action,
5. Breakage in the digging apparatus • • •
should be reduced to a mlnisrua by use of
high-grade steel properly designed to
withstand the strain liable to be thrown
upon it. (16,p. 147-14-8)
Eovenstine also suggests thats
There are big possibilities in the future
development of a small^ powerful, easily-handled
farm ditcher. The power ditcher which will meet
the requirements of the average farmer as effi
ciently as the modern farm tractor is yet to be
designed. (16,p.147-148)
fieeman (5) suggests that in addition the machine should
be simple enough to operate so that the average farmer could
use it. Re also suggests it should be a low cost machine.
Ditching machine manufacttarers are aware of the require*
iMnts of an ideal ditching taachine and are continually improv
ing the design of their product, though sometimes at the
expense of another important factor in ideal operation of the
machine. For example, as the readability of a machine la
Increased it is necessary to decrease the weight of ^e machine
thereby decreasing the operational stability.
Types of trenching
The many types of trenching machines that had been
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lntrodue«d before 1920 were divided by Tarnell (35) into fotir
general elesaifieations. Kodern trenching taachlnes also fall
into these categories. They ares
!• Plows and scoops.
2« Wheel excavators*
3» Endless-chain excavators*
4, Scraper excavators.
The digging principles of each of the classifications
are illustrated in Figure 6«
£i3SJl acoopg. The general nature of the plows and
scoops is indicated by their naaes* This class of excavators
includes the saally less expensive machines which are econooi*
eal for soall jobs irtilch would not warrant the use of heavy,
self-powered aachines. They are generally pulled by horses
or by standard tread tractors. Some merely loosen the soil
to oake hand shoveling easier. This type of ditcher is not
equipped with a device for cutting accurately to grade.
These machines are essentially farm tools adapted to the
needs of the farmer who wishes to drain a small portion of his
farm. If the drains are so located that they can be installed
when far!s work is not pressing and the Isbor free to do most
of the haz^worky the tiles can be laid with a eoaparatlvely
small cash outlay* fte aaln advantage over the sore elaborate
trenching oachines is the low cost of this type ditcher. For
large jobs or contract jobs the power ditchers are preferable.
An ezsaple of this class of machine is Aashmar's Draining
-X3-
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Fig, Ditching ^.Ischine "^inciples
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Plov, manufactured In Sveden,
Wheel excavators. The wheel excavator consists of a steel
frame mounted on crawlers, which supports on the front end
the power unit and on the rear end a pivoted steel fraowork
holding the digging wheel. Kiis excavating i&eel rotates on
idler irtieels noonted Just inside the ria of the lAieel. The
excavating scoops or Imckets are placed jtist outside the ria
of the wheel* The front of each bucket is provided with a
cutting edge, either a bucket lip or steel teeth^ which slices
a thin layer of earth from the trench as the wheel rotates*
As each bucket reaches the top of the wheel it is cleaned* The
spoil falls on a conveyer belt and is deposited on either side
of the trench.
The niachines are equipped with controls for determining
the depth of excavation while they are In motion* The opera*
tor maintains a true grade by aligning an arm or gauge attached
to the digging frame with targets set along the lice of the
trench at a known height above the desired bottom* A cru^iag
shoe is attached to the rear end of the digging wheel and con-
forns to the shape of the ditch* It cleans the bottom of the
ditch by scraping the crumbs forward so they can be picked up
by the buckets. Tile or trench shields, consisting of two
steel plates, are attached to the shoe extension plates behind
the crumbing shoe. These plates press against the side of the
ditch and forai a box in which the drain tile are laid. In
loose, fluid soil they prevent the sides of the ditch from
-15.
caving In before the tiles are In place*
Modern ditching laachlnes itolch use the wheel type of
excavator Include the Buckeye Farm Drainage Ditcher, the
Cleveland Trencher and the Parsons Trenchliner»
areavators. The endless-chain excavator
consists of a steel fraae, usually mounted on crawlers, which
supports on the front end the power unit and at the rear end
a steel fr&Eiework holding the digging aechanlsau This digging
mechanlsa consists of a series of buckets or cutters carried
on an endless chain* The buckets are drawn up the end of
the trench either vertically or at an angle, cutting a thin
slice of earth from bottom to top* At the end of their up
ward movement the buckets ernpty their loads on an endless
belt which conveys the spoil far enough to the side so It
win not fall back into the trench. Cutting knives or teeth
at the lip of the bucket are often used in hard ground* The
device provided for cleaning the buckets depends upon the type
of buckets used on the aachine* Depth of excavation is con
trolled in essentially the sane aanner as in the i^el
excavator* A cruaber and a tile box are also provided for
uiBe with drainage Installation work.
Endless chain excavators, soaetimes called ladder-type
excavators I are used on the Badger Trench Excavator, the
Barber-Greene Standard Dltchcr and the Jeep-A-Trench*
1
Scraper excavators. The scraper excavators are adapta
tions of oachines originally designed for digging largo
-X6-
ditches. These excavators are of the drag-line t7pe sometimes
with a slight change In rigging to give better control of the
bucket*
In the type s&ost commonly used In tile ditching the pover
unit ajod booa are supported on a heavy steel frame moiinted on
a turntable. The turntable is a steel-frame circle which is
generally mounted on a truck (»> half-track.
The digging bucket most frequently used is of the scraper
type. The scraper bucket is connected to the power unit by
two steal cables called the hoisting and the drag-line cables.
The bucket is filled by being pulled toward the machine and
when full is raised by the hoisting cable. The inachlne can
then bo revolved on the turntable and the spoil deposited on
either side of the trench.
This type of machine generally will not dig to grade
accurately. The bed for tile must usually be siiK>othed with a
crumber.
The Schield Bantam Trench Hoe Is en adaptation of a
seraper excavator.
Objectives of the Study
The thesis problem was to Investigate some of the factors
rtich Bight affect the performance of tile ditching machines.
The objectives of this study werei
1. Survey the factors which might affect thm
-17-
performanc© of the ditching raachines.
2* Gather soflio data of the perforsianc© of
til© ditching machines and of the pr©-*
valllng conditions where the performance
data were taken.
3, Devalop a method for predicting the per
formance of ditching machines using as a
basis the conditions that prevail where
the niachine Is to work.
Assembly of factorial which might serve as a
basis for predicting the costs of operation
of the ^chines.
•18.
IRTFSTTOATION
These Investigations developed one method for conducting
a coraperatlve study of tile ditching machines* The problem
Included working out an eTperlmental procedure and the design
and construction of equlp®ent where needed. The method was
tested by gathering and evaluating datP.
Preliminary f^tudles
A stznrey was made for the purpose of determining the dis
tribution of contractors throughout the state so that field
trips could be plenned. A questionnaire was prepared and sent
to tile ditching contractors to enable them to supply the
needed Information more conveniently and accurately. It was
decided that this would be a better method thnn simply Inter
viewing them in the field because with access to their records
they could give more complete Information.
In order to deternlne the distribution of the ditching ma-
ehiiMS throughout the state, county extension directors and dis
trict soil conservationists were requested to furnish a list of
all known tiling machine owners In their county or district. From
the replies to this survey a listing of 15?. dralrage contractors
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vas coapll«d* Interviews with various tiling machine owners
or operators resulted in the addition of other names bringing
the total listing up to 190*
The geographical dlstrltfutlon of these contractors is
illustrated in Figure 7* Each dot represents the location of
one contractor who aay have more than one machine. Figure 7
shows the greatest concentration of contractors to be in the
Wisconsin Drift and the Iowa Drift areas with almost as nny
contractors in the central Ulssisslppl Loess area and the norto
central Southern Loess area. These area concentrations are
affected by the large number of acres in each area needing
drainage.
Ibft
As an aid in contacting a larger number of contractors and
obtaining aore diversified information about the various
•aehlnes a questionnaire was prepared and sent to 1^5 contrac
tors. Of those returned 45 were sufficiently complete to be
used In the compilation of data.
The quostlonnalre, though not too extensive, required con
siderable time and thought on the part of the ccoperator to
accurately supply and record the desired information. The
questionnaire, as was sent to the contractors, is shown In
Figure 8.
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the machine?
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Ad<ir8ro
Original coat
liov; mr-iiy yc.*>rs do 'jon exi^.jct to use
How many more yutrs do you ox ect the machine vdll be
How inany men f<re necesaary to satisfactorily oparfttt; the
machine and lay the tile? How cxmy d.iys was your iTiachim. used in
m?? How mr.ny feet of tili3 did you lay in 1947?_ How
many feet in 19A6? On what Jobs other than tils dr'in?.gc did you
uae your machine in 1947?
In averr^e conditions how many f^'it of trunch A foct deep vdll your nr^hincs
dig in an hour? For average conditions what is the avcrcgo hourly
fuel consumption of your ncchinc? How ra'jij' hours do you spend in
the daily servicing of your machine, thct is, filling tho I'ucl tpj;k, checking
the oil, and the lubricetion of all inoving prj*ts?
Bz*eakdowns last year (include only those which caused over a ^ hr. delay)
Type of breakdown Time lost Coat of repairs
(use back of ahcot for additional li8tin^-:s)
Parts replaced or repair work done in the last year other than that mentioned
above, (if possible give costs of individual parts)
Remartcs as to the advantages or disadvantages of your machinG when ccnp-red to
other machines you have operPtod or are fajaiiiar vdth would bo aj prcciated
(usu back of s):i.et if needed)
t^uestlonnaire Sent to Drainage Contractors*
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Fleld Studies
Aialvala
For a comparative atudy of tile ditching machines It
seemed desirable to obtain basic Information about factors
which might affect the performance In the field and to eval-
Mte these factors accordingly.
In testing the operational capacity of the various
machines It Is apparent there are many vsrlsbles which might
have an affect on th«^ results. Some of these variables are
listed as follows:
1. The cover crop.
2. Moisture content of the soil.
3. The degree of soil compaction.
4. The textural classification of the soil,
5. The soil series*
6* The machine operator.
Items 2, 39 and 4 conld easily be sampled and items 1
and 5 could easily be recorded at the time the tests were con-
dncted.
Field. The equipment used for the field studies Included
a stop watch capable of timing ten minutes of continuous opera
tion and a 100 foot steel tape for measuring the
-23-
distanes traveled In the ten alnnte period* Depth of cut was
aieaaured vith a six-foot rule. Bietal saaple cans were used to
hold samples for moisture determination. Scotch tape was used
for sealing the cans* Soil samples for sechanieal analysis
were brought to the laboratory in paper sacks. A penetrometer
was used to measure the degree of soil compaction.
laboyatory* Eouipment used in the laboratory included a
balance, drying oven, a soil disperser, 1000 cc graduated
cylinders, soil hydrometer, therraoaeter and the necessary chem
ical dispersing agents for making mechanical analysis of soils
by the Bouyoucos method.
The Penetrometer
During the running of the preliminary tests various incon
veniences in using the available soil hardness tester became
apparent. Since the surface area is a small part of that
irttich is excavated by the ditching machine, it was believed
that the condition of the soil in the plow layer would have
little bearing on the power requirejuents of the ditching appa
ratus. Convenience of use of ttie available equipment was
limited to the surface layer of the soil. The use of the availa
ble soil hardness tester to measure the hardness of the bottom
of the ditch was ruled out because of the necessity of removing
some of the tile before the testing could be accomplished. To
overcoira these difficulties it was decided that an instruaent
-24-
that could b« us«d to seasure soil hardness at various depths
on the sides of the trench should be constructed.
tSE. asll
Various methods of Eneasuring soil hardness by means of
Its resistance to penetration have bsen used by different
Investigators, Stone (30) In designing the Rototlller Soil
Hardness Gauge^ an apparatus for fiaeasurlng soil hardness In
tillage studies, utilized the kinetic energy of a falling
weight to force a probe into the soil» The Io*i*a Impact Peiw-
troaeter as designed by acKlbben (22) also utilized the
kinetic energy of a falling body to force a surface into the
soil.
In Investigations directed at characterizing the physical
state of the soil in the natural field condition* Slaw, Raise
and Farnsvorth (28) used a probe driven into the soil at a
constant rate by means of a screw arrangeaient* A recording
device was attached to a compression spring to record force-
depth relationships. Culpln (11) caeasured soil hardness by
forcing a point into the soil at a constant rate by means of a
gear drive. A recording mechanise was used to record the
force-depth relationships. Bergland (6) designed a soil
resistance recorder to measure soil tilth. A screw forced the
probe into the soil at a constant rate. A hydraulic elenent
and dial gauge inserted between the screw plate and the end of
the probe recorded the resistance to penetration.
-25-
th« soil plasticity needle as designed by Proctor (26)
is an instrumnt to measttre the characteristies of the soil in
terms of the pressure required to force a known surface into
the soil* The device is forced Into the soil swnually* Hull
(17} compared the results of trials vith the Iowa Impact
Penetroaeter y RototlUer Soil Hardness Gauge and the Proctor
Needle In his studies of predicting the rolling resistance of
transport wheels*
Since the Proctor Needle is a widely known Instrument for
Pleasuring soil hardness it was decided to use, in the device
to be const3ructed, the Proctor principle of measuring the force
re<2Ulr«d to push a predeteralned area Into the soil* This
would also allow the use of Interchangeable needles which have
different cross sectional areas for varying degrees of soil
hardness* The hydraulic principle of operation was chosen
because it could be constructed to provide readily measured
forces to the area. The instrument built for use with this
study had to be short enough to be used in the tile ditch,
light weight and siaple to operate* It should also be capable
of measuring the degree of compaction of the hardest and
softest soils.
Figure 9 shows the soil hardness tester as constructed
for use in this study* To use the penetrometer. Figure 10,
the operator places the Instruaent across the trench at the
-26-
Fig* 9* Penetrometor B^lilt for this Study,
-A •'
;S-ym
"Z's . — .
m
Fig. 10. Use of the Penetrometer Built
fop this Study.
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desired depth and by turning the crank attached to the pnmp^
applies pressnre to the rmedle causing It to penetrate the side
of the trench* The desired rate and depth of penetration,
1/2 Inch per second to a depth of 3 Inches, Is obtained by
tnrnlng the crank at the rate of 90 revolutions per minute for
nine revolutions. The naxlmuB pressure, as registered on
the dial gauge. Is then recorded. Several standard Proctor
needles of various sizes are provided to keep the force neces-
sary for penetration within the specified limits on the gauge*
The soil penetration value in pounds per scuare inch is calcu
lated by dividing the applied pressure by the tip cross sec
tional area.
Fouitaaent used- The Proctor Needle was used as a standard
for testing the instruaent built for use with this study of
tiling aachlnery. Also available and used in the comparative
investigations was the Bototlller Soil Hardness Gauge as
developed by Stone (30)•
The principal elements of the Instrument constructed for
this study, hereafter referred to as Instrument "A", are a
double-acting hydraulic cylinder, a small Vlckers hy(3raullc
pujnp, a pressure dial gauge, the penetration needle and the
pressure plate.
The Proctor Soil Plasticity Needle, Figure 11, hereafter
referred to as Instrument "B" consists of a spring enclosed
in a guide tube, a plunger to compress the spring, a naTimum
reading indicator, and a penetration needle. The iastruAent is
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doslgned in such a roanner that a force applied to the plunger
will be transmitted through a spring of known modulus to the
soil penetration needle* As the spring is compressed the peak
load applied to the handle is recorded by the maxliaum reading
indicator on the graduated plunger shank. The soil penetra
tion tip is pushed into the soil at the rate of 1/2 ir^h per
second to a depth of three inctos. Several needle tips are
provided to keep the plunger loads necessary for penetration
between 5 and 100 pounds for convenience of operation.
The Rototiller Soil Hardness Gauge, hereafter to be refer
red to as instruaient "C", is shown in Figure 12. This in
strument consists of a cylindrical tube or barrel 55 inches
in height and 1-1/2 inches in diameter mounted on a 10 inch
square 1/8 inch steel plate and a penetrator which is a piece
of round steel 22 Inches long, 1/4 inch in diameter at the
tip and tapered 18 inches to 1-1/2 inches in diameter. A
retainer is aonnted at the upper end of the barrel with a pin
for suspending the penetrator 36 inches above the ground level.
The instrument is used by placing the base on the spot where
the test is desired and withdrawing the retaining pin by
pressing the lever on the side of the barrel. Penetration is
read directly In inches from a scale mounted beside a slot in
the barrel.
Test procedure. Penetration data were taken at various
locations on the Iowa State College Agricultural Engineering
Research Farsi. Each test consisted of five trials each with
-30-
Instruiaents "A", "B" and "C" on a test plot of two to three
square feet. The size of the plot depended upon soil condi
tions and the extent the surface of the soil was disturbed
bjr the mechanical action of th9 instruaents. ^sall test plots
were used to reduce soil variations to a ainiaus*
Results. The data obtained fcr the correlation investi*
gations of instraoents **3" and "C" are shown in Table 1*
The results of the comparative test of Instruments "A**, "B"
and "C are shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15- The data were
plotted on logarithlmic paper and the best fitting curves
were arbitrarily selected. These curves with the exponential
equation for each are shown in Figures 16, 17 and IB.
The following correlations were made to deteritine the
relatio nship which existed between the Bieasureaents taken for
instruments "A", "B" and "C"
The ccffrelation of the soil hardness readings taken with
instruoents "A" and "B" according to Snedecor (29,p.l40) are
shown in Table 2*
-51-
Table 1
Penetration Data Used To
Determine Relation Between
Instruaents "A", "B" and "C"
Trial
No.
Penetration
lbs/sG.in«*
11*11 MBI!
Penetration
inches*
ifC«
Soil type Soil sttrfaee
condition
1 580 680 2.34 Webster loam Bluegrass sod
2 920 970 1.60 Grawel drive
3 860 820 1.74 Gravel drive
4 310 490 2.50 Webster loam Bluegrass sod
5 92 98 5.12 Webster loam Plowed and disk
harrowed
6 48 60 7.90 Webster loan Rough plowing
7 IPO 204 3.00 Webster loam Open area
8 452 530 2.44 Webster loam Bluegrass sod
9 375 415 2.74 Webster loam Brome grass sod
10 224 200 2.80 Webster loam Open area
n 1400 1420 1.24 — Gravel drive
12 221 204 3.48 Webster loam Soybean stubble
13 209 206 3.54 Webster loam Second year
alfalfa
14 114 96 4.70 Webster loam Sweet clover
<;oyqf pFpp
* Mean of 5 trials
- izoo
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Table 2
Correlation of Soil Hardness Readings
of Instruments and "B**
Item *
t
Value
8*2 1 1,963,704
Sy2 • 2,053,097
Sxy t 1,096,138
i.
r « 0,989 '0.01 • "-"i
%e null hypothesis^ B ^ 0 is rejected as the r is signi*
fieant at the 1 per cent point.
The correlation of the soil hardness readings taken vith
instruaents "A" and "C" according to Snedecor (29,p,140) is
shown in Table 3*
Table 3
Correlation of Soil Hardness Readings
of Instruments "A" and
lt«a 1 Value
Sx^ 1 1*963,704
sy2 \ 41.67
SXJ t -6268
t
r » -0.733 Pq.OI "
The null hypothesis, R « 0 is rejected as the r is signi-
-36-
ficant at th« X per cent point.
The correlation of the soil hardness readings of Instru-
laents "B" and according to Snedecor (29«P«1^} is ahovs
in Table 4*
Table 4
Correlation of Soil Hardness Readings
of Instrtuaents "B" and
Item I Value
s*2 I 2,053,097
Sy2 t 41.67
t
Sxy t -6588
t
r » -0.712 « 0.641
The null hjrpothesls^ R « 0 Is rejected as the r is signi
ficant at the 1 per cent point*
Since all correlations were significant at P » .01 It can
be assumed that soil hardness data taken with Instriiment "A"
would be approxlaiately the same as that taken with Instrument
"B".
ICethod of Procedure
It was first decided to obtain approximately 10 runs of
field data for each machine. The data would then be analysed
for correlatlona and to determine the number of samples
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Mceflsary for a conplete statistieal analysis.
Aftar the neeessary eqnipaient had been built and tested
the study was started* All contractors within a given area
were visited and data fathered for all types of machines found
in the area. Upon completion of from 8 to 10 tests for some
of thp niachlnes the laboretory analyses of the soil samples
were made and the data compiled for a prellmlrwry checV. Kron
the check It was determined thnt the large number of variables
In the data and the variations within the variables would
render it impossible to make any sound statistics! anslysis of
th^ data.
The plan of study was then chnnged. Plans were mde to
obtain mor« complete data for only one machine and to proposa
a method for reducing the number of variables so a preliminary
statistieal analysis of that data could be snde.
The Buckeye Farm DT^inage Pitcher was chosen for this con
tinued study, because a large number of these machines were
available for study within relatively short distances from
Amep.
Ten minutes of continuous operation was chosen as the
standard tine rlenent for al"! tests. This period of time was
selected arbitrarily to reduce the variation In moisture con*
tent and degree of soil compaction to a nlnissum during the test
run. It was also felt that this time period was ample for
checking the average feet per minute capacity of the machine.
By using a atop watch for timing the ten minute period It was
posslbl. to obtain contlnaons rate of operation without Inter
ruptions due to unavoidable stoppages of the aachlne.
The aachlncs used In the teata *ere flrat located as was
described In another section of this study. Each trip Into
the field was planned to cover one county or group of adjacent
counties. However, all machines that were noticed in operation
were visited. Whenever the operator was willing to cooperate,
as was most generally the case, tests were made.
After a machine was located and the operator had granted
peraisalon to isake tests, the machine was timed for rate of
digging. Astakw was placed opposite some point on the machine,
usually the rwr of the crawler, and the machine was timed for
10 minutes of continuous operation after which another stake
was set opposite the same point on the aachlne. The footage
between the stakes was aaasurad to the nearest foot and
recorded as feat of trench dug in 10 'ainutas. The average
depth of cut was then determined by measuring the depth at
three arbitrarily selected points between the stakes. The aean
of the three measurements was used as the average depth of cut,
ll«tt, a saaple of soil for raolsture determination was taken at
of three depths - 6 Inches, half the average depth of the
trench and at the bottoa of the trench. A small trowel was
found convenient for use in filling the sample cans. The cans
were sealed with scotch tape to prevent drying of the sample.
A sample to be used for determining texttiral classification of
the soil was taken at both the top and the bottoa of the trench.
•^1-
Soil hardness readings were then taken at random throughout
the distance traveled In the ten-mlnnte period. Five readings
were taken Just below the plow layer and five more as close to
the bottom of the ditch as possible without disturbing the
alignment of the tile. The average of the readings taken at
the top and the bottom of the ditch was used as the penetrom*
eter reading.
Where the niachlne moved from one part of a field to another
or where the trench was excavated through different soil types
or cover it was possible to run two tests with the same machine
during one visit*
Figure 20 shows the locations of all the tests conducted*
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H£sui;rs
fim data compiled from the questionnaire are given In
Table 5* T^se data were used as an aid in setting up the cost
schedule for ditching ty machindry* The field test data as
used for the analysis of factors affecting the perforiianee of
the oachlne are given In Table 12.
Description and Observations of Machines
Tiling machine owners and operators in discussing their
machines either in the questionnaire or in remarks to the
author have mentioned maiqr characteristics of the machines
which they believe worthy of criticism or commendation* These
remrks along with the data obtained in the field are included
in this section of the study.
The descriptions and the data pertaining to maxioium depth
of cut and rate of digging of the rnachines were compiled from
literature furnished by the ^aanufacturezs of the >rarious
machines*
fildflC 2iaSSh Excavator
The Badser Tranch Sxcantor 1« shown In Mgnra 21. This
nachlne vas dcslgoed and built to aaat tha dwaands of eontrae-
tors and ntlUty coaianlaa for a ligjjt weight veraatlle
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raachlne. It will excavate a ditch from 6 to 24 Inches in
width depending upon the size of buckets used^ and up to 11
feet deep depending upon the leng:th of boom installed. The
rate of excavation depends upon the depth of the trench dug
and the soil conditions encountered (3). Th9 digging meehanlsa
Is the endless-chain type carried on a slanting boom. A blade-
like cleaner reisoves the soil froa the shovels as they rotate
over a reversible conveyer belt. The frame and chassis of the
machine Is of all welded structural steel construction. The
boom is raised and lowered by means of a winch and grade Is
controlled by a hydratdically operated shoe located behind the
crumber. The chassis frame supports the power unit which is
a 36 hp. engine, the controls, driving aachlnery and the boon.
The machine is available on rubber, half-trades or full
track eountlngs. The complete machine weighs approximately
8000 pounds.
The results of seven tests of the operational capacity of
the Badger Trench Excavator are shown in Table 6. The measure
ment of capacity shown is listed in feet per ten minutes of
oi^ratlon. The capacity is shown for actual operation which
excludes all time used In stops regardless of the cause. The
average rate of digging recorded in the seven ten-minute tests
of this machine is 3.69 feet per ciinute. The average depth of
ditch dug during the tests was 3.8 feet.
This nachlne, when mounted on rubber ean be moved from
Job to Job under its own power at a road speed of about 20 miles
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ptr hour. This reduces the time and cost of transporting the
machine and thereby enables the machine owner to profitably
use the machine to install ssiall drainage installations*
Operators felt that small or medium size rocks that are
encountered are handled very well by this oachine. When a rock
Ifl eocountered thm suspension of the shovel on the chain allovs
it to tip forward and slide uiKler the rock and thereby easllj
lift it out. This aspect la good when working In rooky soll^
but is iK>t desirable In dry or frozen soil because of the
tendency to catch under large clods or chunks of frozen ground.
Operators report that the ;nachine is too light weight for
good operational stability in very hard digging. This lack
of stability in heavy work makes it difficult for the operator
to hold an accurate grade. It is also difficult to niaintaln
an accurate grade In soft, wet soil because of the tendency
for the grade shoe to sink into the muck generally found in the
bottoo of the ditch under this condition. Sooe operators
report trouble with breakage In the transalssions of the
Mchlne. However, repair parts are generally eai^r to obtain
because they are usually of a standard make* Because with
special attachseats the niachlne can dig a trench 11 feet deep
It la very well liked for digging water and sewer lines.
Barher-Qrfffltf Ditcher
The Barber--Greene iK>del 44-C Standard Ditcher is shown
In Figure 22. This general purpose taachine is constructed
-48-
Fig* 21« Badger Trench Excavator*
Fig. 22. Barber-Greene Model 44-C Ditcher.
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to cut ditches from 18 to 24 Inches In width and up to 8
feet 3 Inches deep depending upon the width of buckets and
length of the vertical boom Installed (4), The vertical boon
is BDuated between the rear ends of the crawlers and Is raised
lowered by a poiwer holst» The Gtrfless—chflln digging
laeebanlsa Is mounted on the vertical booa. The buckets are
self-cleanlng and dig as they mofve upward. The forward dig
ging speeds range fron 10 Inches to 8 feet per alnute, depend
ing upon the speed of the buckets and soil conditions*
The spoil conveyer is adjustable and reversible so that
the spoil bank can be placed at a variable distance froa
either side of the ditch. The chassis fraae« of hot riveted
structural steel construction^ supports the power unit which
is a 62 hp. engine, the driving machinery and the digging
booa. It, in turn, is supported on either side by full length
14-lnch crawler tracks# The approximate weight of this
•achine is 20,000 pofunds.
The results of six tests of the operational capeclty of
the Barber-Oreene Standard Ditcher are shown In Table 7* The
neasureaent of capacity shown is listed In feet per ten aln*
utes of operation. The capacity is shown for actual operation
which excludes all tlae used in stops regardless of cause. The
average rate of digging recorded in the six ten-alnute tests
of the aachlne is 4.85 feet per minute. The average depth of
ditch dug during the tests was 4.2 feet.
Operators report that the Barber-Greene niachine handles
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all sizes of rocks very well. Responsible for this is the
vertical boom which causes the buckets and digging teeth to
pull straight up against the vork. This also enables the
aachlne to dig through fairly thick frost* mien a tile box
is not used with the aachlne it will dig straight down to the
grade of the line before it moves forward. This feature re
duces hand digging and tine required to connect the laterals
in a system. Hachlne owners report that the bucket cleaning
device does not work efficiently in all types of digging,
especially wet, sticky soil. It was also reported that Im*
provement In the method of controlling the depth of cut woiQ4
be desirable. Transportation of the machine from Job to Job
is difficult because of the height of the machine when the boom
is raised.
Trencher
The Cleveland Trencher, model 110, Is shown In Figure 23*
This trenching machine will excavate a trench up to 5 feet 6
inches deep and from 11 inches to 24 inches wide at varying
speeds rangii^ from 5 inches to 29 feet per nilnute depending
upon depth of cut and soil conditions (9). The digging wheel
is 9 feet 5 inches outside diameter and carries 14 symetrl-
cally mounted digging buckets. The buckets are cleaned as
they rotate over the conveyer belt. The spoil conveyer is
reversible and adjustable for placing the spoil at variable
distances from either side of the ditch. Awelded steel frame
-52-
supports the digging irheol and is raised and lowered by cables
attached to hydraiilic cylinders. The chassis frame supports a
42 hp. power unity controls* driving aachlnery and digging
oechanism* lt| in turn, is carried on full crawlers 12 inches
wide. The eoaplete aachine weighs approximately 12^000 pounds.
The results of nine tests of operational capacity of the
CleTeland Trencher are shown In Table 8« The owasureaent of
capacity shown Is in feet per ten adnutes of operation. The
capacity shown is for actual operation which excludes all time
used in stops regardless of the cause. The average rate of
digging recorded In the nine ten-minute tests of the machine
Is 5*71 feet per minute. The average depth of ditch dug dur
ing the tests was 3.6 feet.
Operators commented that they like this aechine because
it is simple and convenient to operate. The controls are
centrally located and easily wl^in reach of the operator.
Grade Is controlled by hydraulic cylinders n^ch rapidly res*
pond to control by a small lever. The construction of the
digging irtieel and the type of cleaning device used makes the
nachlne work Tery well in all types of digging. The digging
wheel, because it can be reversed while the traction is in for-
i»rd gear, can be used to provide extra traction when needed.
Host operators agree that the grade indicator used with the
machine is accurate under all conditions. They also agree
that the large number of traction speeds provided are an aid
in operating the taachine at maximia efficiency In all types of
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dlgginStt The aachiiM does have a good working baXanoe* Hov-
ever^ there Is soae tendency for the niachlne to "cradle"
«hen working across ridges,
IrffRghJLfriwr
The Arsons Trenchllner, eiodel 200, Is shown In Flgtnre
24-. This machine will excavate a trench up to 5 feet 6 Inches
deep and 1? Inches to 26 Inches vrldoy depending upon the width
of buckets installed and at varying rates from 2,5 Inches to
118 Inches per minute (25), The digging wheel is 9 feet 8
Inches outside dlaraeter and carries 14 buckets symetrlcally
mounted on Its periphery* These buckets are cleaned as they
rotate over the conveyer belt. The wheel Is mounted In a hot
riveted steel fraae* Grade is controlled by a power winch*
The conveyer belt is arc type, adjustable and reversible. The
chassis frase supports a 55 hp. power unit, the controls, driv
ing siachlnery and the digging mechanism. The complete c&achlna
weighs about 20,000 pounds.
The results of nine tests of the operational capacity of
the Parson's Trenchliner are given in Table 9. The measure
ment of capacity shown is listed in feet per ten ainutes of
operation. The capacity shown is for actual operation which
excludes all time used in stops regardless of the cause. The
average rate of digging recorded in the nine ten-oioate tests
was 5.03 feet per minute. The average depth of ditch dug dur
ing the tests was 3.7 feet.
-55-
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Fig» 23* Cleveland Model 110 Trencher#
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Fig. 24. Parsons Model 200 Trenchllner.
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Operators report that this ruggedly constructed ai&chlne
handles all types of digging very veil. The nunber of available
digging speeds Is an aid In obtaining the mazlsua digging effl*
eleney of the machine. The tile chute available with this
KBchlne Is coisnended by most operators because It is a labor
and tine saver. The nachlne has been criticized because It
lacks a working balance. Most users of the machine find It
necessary to add weight to the front of the niachlne to Increase
Its stability. The machine has a tendency to "cradle" when
crossing rough ground. Uany machine owners have criticized
the grade Indicator as furnished with the niachlne because It
is not accurate under all conditions. When the machine is
tilted to one side or the other as it passes over rough surface
the indicator reads either high or low according to which way
the oachine is leaning. The digging wheel on this aachine
cannot be reversed when the traction Is in forward gear.
Trench
The Schield Banta-n Trench Hoe, Figure 2?, is an adapta
tion of a s-nall dragline for ditching. The trench hoe,
pivoted at the end of the boom, Is used to dig and excavate the
soil. A ditch 10 feet deep end from 12 Inches to 18 Inches
wide, depending cpon the width of bucket used, may be dug with
this machine (?7). The ditch is excavated by lowering the
trench hoe into the ditch and then pulling it by cables forward
and upward in an arc. The cutting part of the trench hoe is
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th8 bucket—shaped raember connected to the end of the trench
ho«. This "moles-paw" as the bucket Is called, brings the
excavated soil to the surface. By rotating the machine on a
circular Bounty the soil Is deposited on either side of the
aitch. If conditions are favorable as many as 10 rods per hour
nty ba excavated# The machine la generally mounted on a truck*
The data taken of the operational performance of the
Schield Bantam Trench Hoe is given in Table 10* This data was
taken in late November and early December, 19*7» for one
machine installing an experimental drainage system on the
Howard County Experimental Farm, The soil association area was
the plastic till phase of Carrington and Clyde.
Table 10
Digging Rate of Schield Banta-a Trench Hoe
on Howard County Experimental Farm
Test
t Working time
t hours
Feet of
trench duis
; Average depth
1 of cut
1 \ 2.5 230 t 1.92
2 t 4.0 255 t 4.17
3 » 3.5 350 » 3.99
4 1 3.0 226 « 4.73
5 > 4.0 400 * 3.53
6 t 8.0 896 : 3.*9
7 » 2.5 220 « 3.87
8 t 6*0
1
607 « 3.30
t
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The average digging rate for the 3,184 feet vas 95«34-
feet per hour of working time* The average depth of trench
vas 3«63 feet* The time required to finish 3yl04 feet of the
tres»h to grade and to lay the tile was 147 man hours* The
average rate of digging given above includes stops and there*
fore should not be cotapared with the rates given for other
oaehines which were discussed previously*
tfost owners of the Schield Bantam especially like the
machine because of its adaptability to many types of work*
Besides being used for trenching for drain tile the aachine
i«ay be used for digging open ditches, burying rocks» digging
basements and many other similar jobs. Operators like the
machine for tile drainage work because it can dig a deep
trench and it can work where there are many rocks* The oachioe
can also be used to backfill the trench* Backfilling rates tip
to 1000 feet per hour have been reported* The machine is
extremely **roadable** azid can be moved from job to Job with
ease* The cost of operation of the machine is comparatively
low. The efficient operation of the Schield Eantarn Trench
Hoe requires a highly skilled operator* The machine will not
dig a finished trench, so hand labor Is necessary to finish the
bottom to grade and lay the tile*
Jeep-A^Trench
The Jeep-A-Trench, Figure 26, is a trenching attachment
for the Willys Jeep* Xt will excavate a trench 6 inches to
—60»
Fig, 25» Schield Bantam Trench Hoe
%
jilFl
Fig, 26. Jeep-A-Trench.
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II inches vide mod up to 5 feet deep with a digging rate up
to 300 feet per hour (2}« The ladder type digging aiechanlsa
Is att>ttnted on the rear of the Jeep azKl driven hy connection
to the power unit In the Jeep* The spoil Is conveyed to the
sides of trench hy two augers mounted Just In front of the
digging aechanlsm* 0epth of cut Is controlled by a band
operated winch* The trenching attachment for the Jeep weighs
approximately 1,100 pounds*
No data was taken on the capacity of this machine. How
ever, most owners report an average capacity of about 100
feet per hour In average digging*
Host owners of the Jeep-A-Trench like the machine because
of Its mobility* It Is also a staall machine with a compara
tively low original cost and operating cost* The trench dug
by the aachlne Is almost too narrow for a aan to work In and
no provisions have been aade on the machine for digging to an
accurate grade* Hand crushing and digging to grade are neces
sary before the ditch can be used for tile drains* However,
the ditch as dug by the machine Is satisfactory for water
lines, electrical conduits and other similar work* Some
operators report that the :aany chain drives used in the machine
have given trouble.
AMteMTi GalSUfl Plow
Aashaaars Drainage Plow, Figure 27« Is manufactured In
Sweden. As the plow Is pulled forward a U-shaped share at the
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front cuts a furrow slice 7 to 7-1/2 Inches wide and 2 to 4
inches deep as regulated by an adjustable gauge shoe In front
of the share. The soil slice cut out is forced up onto a
sloping conveyer chain and is deposited at the side of the
ditch by means of an oblique deflection plate. The plow is
aoronted on a wheel which runs along the bottom of the ditch
and operates the conveyer at the sane tisie* The wheel is
fitted with spade lugs which press into the soil at the botton
of the ditch and which grip the links In the conveyer chain as
the lugs move to the top. The conveyer chain will have the
same speed as the forward speed of the plow, provided the wheel
does not slip on the bottora of the ditch. With this plow it
is possible to excavate ditches to a depth of 50 inches
and of sufficient width to take a tile of 5 inches internal
dlaiBeter (31)* The weight of the draining plow Is approximate*
ly 3CX) pounds.
This draining plow was used during the first part of
August 1948, for digging 200 feet of trench on the Iowa State
College Agricultural Engineering Research Fara. The plow was
pulled by a Ford tractor with the ^eels set at aaxiaum width.
A 16 foot length of chain was used to connect the plow to the
tractor* Before the plow was used the line of the trench was
narked by listing a furrow about 4 inches deep. Forty-five
passes over the ditch with the draining plow were necessary to
dig the trench within 2 to 6 Inches of the desired depth of
3.75 feet.
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Th« trench was dug In heavy Webster soil. During the
first few rounds amch difficulty was caused by soil sticking
to the plowshare* This can probably be attributed to the soil
condition as well as to the fact that the plowshare was not
Tepy highly finished. The failure of the share to scour may
have been responsible for the large asount of loose soil
spilling back into the trench. The trench was crumbed twice
during the digging process. Two men were needed to operate
the plow. One man held the plow upright while the other,
because of the placement of ttie hitch on the plow, rode on
the front end providing weight to force the share into the
ground. Both men were required to turn the machine aroiind at
the end of the trench. Figure 28 shows the plow in use. The
trench dug was too narrow to work in coiafortably while crumbing
the bottom of the ditch to grade. It was found necessary to
widen sections of the trench slightly to accommodate a 5 inch
drain tile.
The operators of the draining plow during those tests
felt that a slight change in the design of the share, off
setting the side supports, would reduce the tendency of the
share to clog. The amount of crumbs spilled back into the
ditch might be reduced by enclosing the portion of the plow
between the share and the elevator.
The Tweeten Trencher, Figure 29, is a small experimental
-64-
...ab.A-
Fig, 27. Aashamars Draining Plow
Fig. 28* Aashamars Draining Plow in Use*
^5-
ditching machine built by Oliver B, Tweeten, Forest City, Iowa<
The ^chlne accomplishes Its excavation work by simply pushing
the earth to the sides of the ditch without removing any of
the soil. The earth is spread by two sets of runners actuated
by hydraulic cylinders. Power is furnished by a 6 hp. engine.
The machine is 10 feet long and pointed at the front. It
digs a ditch 3 feet deep and 14 inches vide at the rate of
about 100 feet an hour (19)»
Pigeey
The Continental Trench Digger is a trench digging attaeh-
•ent fop a post hole digger. The digger digs successive holes
and the trencher ac^s as a moldboard and keeps the dirt from
going back into the hole.
The machine will dig a trench 6-1/2 inches wide and 3
feet deep at the rate of 60 feet per hour (10).
The complete machine weighs approximately JOG pound®.
£&Cffl PrptqflKff Ditcher
The Buckeye Farm Drainage Ditcher, model 301, 1« shown In
Figure 30. This model of the Buckeye Ditching machine,
designed and built to meet the demands of drainage contractors
for a smaller, more compact machine, has been In production
about two years. This machine will excavate a ditch up to ?
feet 6 Inches deep and from 12 Inches to 24 Inches wide, de
pending upon the size of buckets installed and at various
-66-
Fig. 29» Tweeten Trencher*
Fig, 30. Buckeye Farm Drainage Ditcher
Model 301*
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speeds up to 9 feet 9 Inches per ^nlnute if soil conditions are
favorable (?)• A tubular truss franie Is used to hold the
digging wheel and the eruaber in position* A quick-acting
hoist is used to moTe the unit up and doim so that a ditch
can be dug to grade. The digging wheel is 7 feet 1 inch inside
diaaeter and has 13 s^raetrically aounted buckets, which are
cleaned as they rotate over the conveyer belt. The conveyer
belt delivers the spoil to the left side of the machine only*
It can be adjusted for a high spoil bank or lowered for road
clearance. The chassis frame supports the power unit which
is a 4-7 hp. enginef the driving machinery, the controls and
the digging mechanism. The machine Is mounted on semi-crawlers
at the rear and wheels on the front end. This machine weighs
approximately 14,000 pounds.
The Buckeye model 101 is shown in Figure 31. This
sftchine is siailar in operational capacity to the aodel 301
except that it is larger* The aodel 101 weighs approxiaately
24,000 pounds*
The results of seventeen tests of the operational capaci
ty of the Buckeye Drainage Ditcher are shown in Table 11. The
aoasureaent of capacity shown Is In feet per ten minutes of
operation. The capacity Is shown for actual operation which
excludes all tlae used in stops regardless of cause. The
average rate of digging recorded in the seventeen ten-minute
tests of the tnachlne is 7.91 feet per minute. The average
depth of trench dug during the tests was 4*0 feet*
\-68-
1
Fig. 31, Buckeye Traction Ditcher Model
101,
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The ownors ot this otechlne especially commend the use of
front vheels and three-Qttarter tracks as a stounting for the
Toschlne, They report this mounting makes It easier to cut an
accurate grade line, because in rough ground the front wheels
help to stabilize the tnachine even though it is too light in
front for the aost desirable working balance* Most operators
also prefer the arrangeiaent of the controls and grade Indica
tor tor forward vision. They believe this to be advantageous
when a break in the grade line is necessary. The attachment
of the digging wheel allows cutting a fairly sharp curve there
l?y reducing the amount of time lost to lifting the wheel and
resetting the machine irtien working on a curved line. Owners
of these loachines report that repair parts for them are not
readily available* However^ once ports are secured replace
ment Is easily accoraplished because all sections of the
siachine are readily accessible to the mechanic* Owners also
reconniend that the design of the digging wheel be improved
to reduce breakage of side cutters and bolts.
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Analysis of Data
In order to measure the effects of the v^irlous factors
on the capacity of the ditching machine the following aiultl-
ple regression equation «as usedi
where: T * distance traveled in 10 minutes
Xi K average depth of cut
^ average penetrometer readiiag
Xj s average moisture content
X4 *= average silt content*
An explanation of the variables used in the analysis and
their component parts is given below:
(1) Depth of cut^ This figure was taken directly fro«
the field data as shown in Table 11*
(2) Joasasa. mssiijs* averaK* of the
values of the penetrooeter readings taken at the top and
bottom of the ditch was used as the average penetrometer read*
ing.
(3) Average aoistuye contentf* The mean of the three mois
ture determinations taken at the top^ middle and bottom of the
trench was used as the average moisture content.
Average silt content. The average silt content was
the average of the values determined for samples taken at the
top and bottom of the ditch* The average silt content was
-72-
us«d as the fourth variable because, when linear correlations
were made of the different values determined by the nechanlcal
analysis and the feet of trench dug» the coefficient obtained
for the percent silt content iras taore nearly significant at
P • ,05 than for clay or sand.
The data as shown in Table 12 was used in calculating
tiie Bultiple regression equation. The standard method as
<Mitlined in Snedecor {29,chapt. 13) was used.
Other factors irtilch probably affect the output of the
•achine, but which could not be oeasured with the tiae and
facilities available, might iiwlufle the ability of the operm-
tOT, the cover crop, size of crew and, possibly, the age of
the machine. Of these factors the ability of the operator
probably has the greatest affect.
This factor might be evaluated by laaklng a number of tests
with different machines using the saae operator. Other opera
tors could then be used to operate these saiae fnachlnes In
approximately the same areas* Or to elii^lnate the operator as
a variable entirely, one operator could be used for all the
tests with all the machines.
The effects of the cover crop could be shown by grouping
andanalyzing the data according to the type of cover. This
would require that sufficient data be gathered for eaeh machine
to allow each class group of data to be analyzed separately*
The size of the crew used with the machine will have an
effect on the capacity of the machine because there is a
-73-
Table 12
Field Test Data for Buckeye Farm Drainage Ditcher
Reduced for Multiple Regression and Correlation
Analysis
Sample • ii X2 1 X3 1 *4 Y
1
t
« 4.3
A
327 »
*
32.7 «
•
32.7 62
2 1 4*0 162 1
*
33.2 «
*
35.6 66
3 1 5.3 91 «
%
26.2 1 35.6 64
4 t A.O 83 »
#
31.4 t
a
44.0 100
5 t 4.3 150 j
•
26.3 »
a
34.4 58
6 1 4.2 138 1
#
37.0 1
ft
43.8 59
7 t 4.2
m
43 »
m
25.2 »
•
37.8 58
8 t 4.2
m
52 1
•
26.8 t
•
36.5 82
9 * 3-7
•
570 1 13.8 «
•
39.0 45
10 » 3.5
M
380 1
•
15.3 »
•
42.0 157
11 « 3.7
•
312 S
9
30.2 t
a
56.0 160
12 i 3.6
m
345 1
ft
25.1 «
a
49.0 75
13 » 3.7
•
388 t
#
29.5 «
A
47.6 loe
14 « ♦.?
•
454 : 16.3 j
a
40.4 45
15 t 3.8
f
227 1
A
22.3 «
*
43.6 48
16 « 3.4
t
197 t 26,5 1
•
43.3 70
17 « 3.5
(
133 «
?
16.6 i
s
26.6 93
Vhere<
T « distance traveled in 10 minutes
Xi « average depth of cut
X2 « average penetroweter reading
X3 * average moisture content
X4 e average silt content
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eert&ln asonnt of work that oust ba parformad by hand labor*
the tlla mat ba laid and alignad by and it must also be
supplied to the bottom man by hand. The targets used as a guide
for the operator ^sast be placed by hand. It can be seen that a
shortage of labor in any of these positions will require the
machine to proceed at a slover rate.
The age or overall condition of the aiachine tested is also
e factor in the performance of the machine. The state of re
pair of the power unit might cause a substantial reduction in
the amount of power delivered to the digging mechanism. The
cozidltlon of the driving mpchanism might also result In loss
of power. This factor^ a very difficult one to evaluate, would
have to be eliminated by using only machines in good condition
for the tests*
The nnaltiple correlation coefficient for the analysis
was found to be 0.3086. This coefficient shows that approxi
mately 30.86 per cent of the variability in Y is "explained*
by Xx, X2, Xj and X^. Even though the multiple correlation
coefficient is not significant at P b ^05f considering the
limited number of observations and the uncontrolled variables
previously mentioned the results appear encouraging.
The limited range of within the data taken might rea
sonably have an effect upon the results obtained. The rela-
tlonshlps of p«r cent aolsture to capacity of the aachlM Is
probably a curve having more pronounced effects at high and
low moisture contents. The portion of this curve within the
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range covered by the date taken for this study probably
approximates a straight line. The results obtained indicate
that an increase In moisture content causes a decrease in th«
caxacity of the aachlne. This is probably true within the
range of the samples covered by this study. It would sees
reasonable that either a very wet or a very dry soil would
cause a substantial reduction in the capacity of the aachines*
The regression equatlont
Y« 113.4138 - 23.4344 Xi - 0.515 Xg - 0.6635 X3 ♦ 2.1843X4
The standard partial regression coefficients with their
t's ares
Variable b* t
xi -0.3199 ia857
Xg -0.2292 0.7304
Xj *0.1300 0.4149
♦0.4381 1.4613
Of these and X^ are the aost ImpOTtant. The negative
sign as determined for the depth of cut indicates l^t an
increase in the depth of cut reduced the capacity of the
machine. The positive sign as determined for the average silt
content of the soil Indicates that an increase In silt content
increases the capacity of the aiachlne.
The nultlple correlation coefficient would be significant
with a sample of 30 assuralng that with additional data ve
obtained the same aaount of variability and same size R. Also
the standard partial regression coefficient would probably be
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slgnlfleant.
%lth additional data it vould be possible to obtain eon-
trol of some of the soiirces of variation^ such as cover, by
classlfyinc the data by these sources and thereby increasing
the magnitude of R and the regression coefficients.
In a first attempt to relate the dependent and Indepen*
dent Tarlables linear correlations according to Snedecor
(29yehapt. 7) were used. No correlations significant at
P « .05 were found to exist.
Cost of Trenching by Machinery
The cost of trenching by machinery depends on a number of
factors, some of which are often overlooked by machine owners.
The total costs of performing a Job by machinery are made up
of the cost of the machine, the power and the labor* The
following analysis of the cost factors involved in trenching
with maehineiry Is based on data compiled from the questionnaire,
7able 5y interviews with machine operators and published in
formation.
PfPTtmA costa
The costs of first concern are those overhead costs of
owning the -nachlne. Depreciation, Interest, insurance, taxesy
housing and repairs make up these costs.
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Bepreciatlon. A depreciation chargft Is mnde to cover
the loss In Talue due to o'bsolescence, accidental
damage and weather danage to the raachlne. To determine a
depreciation charge which could be used In cost of opera
tion ealeulatlons the stralght-Ilne aethod of estlmRtlng
depreciation was used. This nethod Is outlined la Fenton
and Barger (14) 19*5; and Bulllnger (8^p,25)»
The straieht-line method of computing depreciation
reduces a machines• value an equal amount each year, so
t!^t equal annual charges for depreciation are figured
each year. A ten per cent salvage value was assumed at
the end of the service life of the ^Itching machine. The
ennual depreciation charge by the rtralght-llne method
according to Bulllnger (8,p.2?) equals (first cost) minus
(salvage value) divided by (expected life In years). The
annual depreciation cost In per cent of first cost equals
the annual depreciation ctarge divided by the first cost
and Rultlplied by 100.
To aid in determining a reasonable depreciation
charge for ditching ipnchlnes, contractors were asked in the
questionnaire to state the expected life of their machine.
The average exi>ected life given In the ouestlonnnlre
ranged from an average of 6.0 years for one type of
machine to 15.75 years for another. The figure obtained
by averaging the data from all replies received was 10.01
years. The Associated General Contractors of Amerioft
(l,p.22) suggests the average annual
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depreelsitlon expense for trenching machinery of the type
nsed In the study to be 25 cent of original cost. In
regards to the rate given the Association (lyP*2) statess
The depreciation rates used represent
the average experience and are to be viewed
from that point rnd are therefore subjects
adjustment In accordance *lth individual
experience*
For the purposes of this study an expected life of
yeers was assaaed* The average cost of the ditching aa-
chlnes as reported In the questionnaire was spproxloately
17,125. Thus the aonual depreciation charge for a five
year expected life Is Sl282|5(^ ot 18 per cent of the orl—
plnal cost of the jaachlne,
Tyitereat. For computing Interest on the lnvest?iient In
the ditching machine the rate of 5 per cent was used through
out the life of the inschlne. When using the stralght-Tlne
method of depreciation, equal annual charges for Interest
on the average Investment are obtained. The average in-
vestaent Is equal to one-half the sus of the original cost
plus the salvage value. Thus the average investaent of
($7^125 ♦ S712.50) divided by 2 equals $3,918.50. The
anmial Interest on Investaent Is t3,9l8»50 * 0.05 equals
f 195.9^ or 2.75 pei* cent of original cost.
Ttepalrs* The repair cost for ditching machines Is a
major Itew of expense. It Is a cash and Inbor cost for which
the owner Is liable at any tlra© during the life of the machine
The satisfactory performance of the machine depends to a high
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degree on proper and systematic r^-palrlng.
The repair cost data was obtained by securing from the
ovnere a statement of the repfilr costs for their machines
during the year, 1947. This ^as either en estimate or an
exact flgm*e depending on whether or not the owner Vept
records* The data show that the repair cost varied fro*
6.45 per cent to 21.1 per cent of original cost with war-
ions types of machines. The average repair cost for all
Mchlnes was 11,8 per cent of the Average original cost of
the machine. In connection with presentation of repair and
cost data from questionnaires, Fenton end Barger (14,p,33)
statei
• • • all repair cost data obtained from
surveys are a combination of estimates and eyact
figures . • . . Fvldence shows thnt the figures
on repair costs obtained by sm-vey nnd personal
interviews are lower than those secured from
accurate records. • • • Seldom does an estimate
of repair costs take Into consideration mechanics
wages, transportation costs, or a man's tire used
in obtaining the repair parts.
The Associated General Contractors of America (lyp«25}
suggest that the average annual charge for overtwullng,
major repairs and painting to be IP per cent of ths original
cost of the machine. The Apsoclatlon (l,p.2) defines nsjor
repairs and overhauling: as follows:
Major or shop repairs Include those Items of
hepvy repair which usually keep a machine idle for
an extended period In contrast with minor or field
repairs which entail comparatively little delay,
and which are necessary to keep the machine In opera
tion. Such repairs Include overhauling and paint
ing at the contractor's shop or yard, but do not
include rebuilding*
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The value selected to determine the annual coat of
repairs In this cost analysis Is somewhat hlghpr than that
value riven In the survey. The figure used Is Intended to
provide a sufficient amount to cover the direct cost of
rep^^lr parts, the labor required to wake the repairs and the
nalntenasee of equipment needed to make then. The figure
selected for estltsatlng the annual cost of repairs for til-
lag machinery Is 15*0 per cent of the cost nffv«
Hbnslng. Instxrancc taxes. A l»rg« Investment In
housing for the machine may not be fully Justified. It
does seem desirable, however, that some provision should
be wade to house the nachlne during the winter months vhen
the machine Is readied for the next season's work. The
costs of housing, Insurance and taxes are often combined
to obtain an annual percentage of original cost figure
to use In cost studies. Pavidson and Henderson (13), In
a study based on Towa conditions, estimate the annual
cost of housing as 1.4 per cent. Insurance 0.2 per cent
and taxes as 0.4 per cent of the original cost of the m-
ohlae. Fenton and Barger (14) suggest an annual tax charge
of 0.5 per cent of original cost. Insurance 0.25 per cent
of original cost and for housing 1.0 per cent of original
cost.
The Associated General Contractors of American (l,p.2)
suggest an annual charge for storage of 3.5 per cent. Insurance
1.0 per cent, and taxes 1.5 per cent. For this study 4.0 per
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cent of the original cost has been used as the combined cost
of housing, taxes and Insurance*
The total annual overhead costs for tile ditching machines
were found to be 39«75 per cent of the original cost. This
was obtained as a mm of the annual charge for depreciation of
18.00 per cent; interestf 2.75 cent; repairs, 15*00 per
cent; and housing, insurance and taxes, 4.00 per cent of ori
ginal cost.
The original cost of the machine was determined as the
average of the original cost of 42 machines as reported in the
questionnaire. It was assumed that the prices given were the
delivered prices and did not include sales tax. Sales tax Is
considered as a pert of the tax cost. The overhead costs In
dollars were obtained as a product of the original cost of
the machine and the percentage of cost new for overhead costs.
To break down the annual overhead costs into a daily charge it
was necessary to know the number of days the machine was used
annually. Ibe average nuaber of days of annual use was
obtained from Table 5 • end represents the use reported by
owners and operators. Knowing the annual use In days, the over*
head costs per day were obtained.
Operating costs
Operating costs are the sum of all costs that are Incurred
in the dally operation of the machine. They include fuel, oil,
labor costs and lubrication.
Feel and The power eosts of tile ditching naehin^s
were calculated using as a basis the fuel consumption data
reported In the survey. Oil consumption was assumed to be
the sapte as for a three-plow standard tractor as reported
by Fenton and Barger (14, Table TXI), 0.??9 gallons per day.
The cost of gasoline used was 20.0 cents per gallon and
the cost of oil used was 75 cents per gallon.
Labor. The present high cost of labor makes that Iteii
the largest part of the total costs Involved in operating
a tiling Bachiiw. The average size crew reported Tfas 3*17
men. However, for the purposes of this cost analysis a
crew sise of three, the operator and two helpers, was used.
A representative wage rate for Iowa of tl.jo per hour for
the operator and ?^l.oo per hour for the helpers was used
in this analysis.
Lubrication. The lubrication of the tillnir machine
Is of the utmost Importance In the upkeep of the machine
but represents only a minor item of expense. The cost
of the lubricant Is small as compared to the expense of
properly servl'^lng the machine. The survey data show
the average time required to service the machine to be
1»0 hours per day. Assuming the servicing Is dona by
the operator in addition to tine spent operating the
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oaehlne, this charge would be tl»50 per day* Assuming also
that 2 pounds of pressure grease are used per day for the
proper lubrication of the machine the charge for the lubricant
would be $0«30*
Table 13 shows the proposed cost schedule for tile diteh*
ing isachines.
The actual cost of labor may differ greatly from that pre
sented in the cost analysis* There may be several reasons for
this discrepancy* Sornetliaes all of the workiien are not paid
when the work is delayed by unfavorable conditions or by re
pairs* Frequently, however, the operator and his helpers are
enployed to aid in roaklng the repairs* Also many contractors
find it necessary, in order to keep the crew together, to pay
workers in ease of work stoppage for other reasons*
The nuiaber of tile laid In a day will depend upon the
skill of the workoen, the soil conditions and the strength and
efficiency of the machine* The ability of the operator to
operate his nachine competently will depend upon his previous
experience or training in its use* An individual with natural
mechanical ability and understanding of machines will usually
be able to operate the laachlne with a high degree of efficiency,
One of the most difficult soils to work is a wet, sticky
clay* The presence of sand pockets in the subsoil will tend
to cause difficulty. The presence of hardpan may make digging
slow, and some clay soils become baked hard enough to make
trenching slow* The presence of large stones will interfere
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table 13
Proposed Cost Schedule for Tile
Ditching Ifechlne Operation
thr«rh««d Co3t« of T11« Ditching Mgchtnc
Original Cost of Machine - J7,l?5.00
Depreciation (18»C0 per cent)
Interest (5-0 per cent of
average Investment)
Repairs (15.00 per cent)
Housing, Insurance and taxes
.00 per cent)
Total annual fixed costs
Annual days use - 152
Operating cost per day
11,282.50
195.94
1,068.75
285.00
t2,832.19
Qp^riiting Coatg of Tile Ditching Sfachlnes
Fuel - 2.1 gal. per hour for 8 hours
@ $0.20 per gal. «
Oil - 0.89 gal. per day <3 tO.75 P«r gal*
Operator -*.6 hours ^ tl«50 per hour
Helpers • 2 for 6 hours ® tl.OO per hour
Ixibrlcatlon - 1 hour Q $1*50 and 2 lbs.
lubricant Q (0.15 per lb.
Total dally operating costs
Total costs of operation per day
$18.63
3.26
.67
12.00
16.00
1.80
€33.73
£52,36
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greatly with the digging. Some oaehines have been used to
cut through 12 inches or Bore of firost, but this is severe
work and nay subject the nachine to undue stress. These var-
ious conditions aay bring out the weaker points of a aachine
and cause much variation in the cost of operation due to
breakage and the resultant loss of tiae required for repair
work*
The tiiae lost factor is of priaiary importance in the cost
of machine operation* The number of days during the year on
which the machine does not work is stirprialngly great, even to
some drainage contractors* There is loss of time due to
storey weather and often for some days after a heavy rain be**
cause low areas remain flooded* There are delays while wait*
ing for and installing repairs* Tiise is consumed while aovii%
frofli one line to another and while connections are aade* Also
the crew oust be paid while the machine is being moved from one
job to another* In Iowa there may be from two to four months
of the year when frosen ground or cold weather prevents drainage
work*
A summary of records kept by one contractor for the period
April 7, 19^8 to August 25, 194-8 is given in Table 14* During
the period covered by the report the taschine was moved 8 times
and stopped 12 times for major repairs* During one repair stop
2 weeks were required to obtain and install new parts*
Table 5 shows the average number of days the machines were
used in 1947 to be 152* Some contractors reported as few as 90
—Table 14
Progress Report of a Tile Drainage Contractor
April 7, 194-8 to August 25, WS
Total number of days covered by report 150
Total number of 10 hour days tile ditching
machine was used
Total number of hours tile ditching
mschlne was operating
Total feet of tile laid 132»356
Average number of tile laid per day worked 1»452
Average number of tile laid per horar
worked
Largest number of tile laid per 10 ,
hour day 3»100
Smallest number of tile laid per 10
hour day
Number of days over 2500 feet of tile
were laid '
Jiumber of days 2000 to 2500 feet of
tile were laid
Sumber of days 1500 to 2000 feet of
tile were laid 27
Sumber of days 1000 to 1500 feet of
tile were laid 20
Hfomber of days 500 to 1000 feet of
tile were laid 3.8
Number of days less than 500 feet of
tile were laid 5
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days annaal aa« vhila others reported as many as 250* Tartwll
(36,p«20) reports "A contractor who has his machine actoally
digging 200 days In the year Is fortonate***
Flgtire 56 lllttstrates that the cost per day for use of
a tile ditching aachlne varies Inversely with the nuaber of
days use per year. When the machine Is used fewer days per
year probably the cost of repairs would be sosewhet lower
than wh<^n the machine Is used the raaxlraum number of days*
Closely related to the number of days use per year *ould be the
expected life of the machine. However, when the machine Is
used fewer days per year, weathering, rust and corrosion, as
well as obsolescence, would be important factors In the life of
the machine* More data concerning those machines used only a
few days per year would be desirable before definite statements
could be made concerning variations In the fixed costs of own
ing the machine.
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COJTCUJSIORS
1. Th« factors affeotln* th« perfornanco of tile ditch
ing aachlnes are depth of cut, dagrae of soil compaction, mois
ture contant of tha «oll, taxtural classification of the soil,
the operator, the coTar crop and tha condition of the machine.
2. As Indicated In the analysis of data, only tantatlva
conclusions can be raade regarding tha effects of the factors
tested on the capacity of the ditching machine. Howerer, data
from this study Indicated that the average depth of cut and the
average slit content of the soli were the two aost Important
factors as far as the rate of digging was concerned.
3. The operation of the machines Is probably affected b/
all of the factors tested, although the quantity of date was
not sufficient to be statistically significant.
4. To arrive at aore definite conclusions it would be
necessary to obtain isore saaples. With a sample Of 30, asstw-
Ing the sara® amount of variability, a significant smltiple
corralatlon coefflclant would probably b« obtainad*
5. The Method of evaluating the factors affecting the
performance of tile ditching machines that could be measurad
is satisfactory for use in a comparative study of the machines.
6m The penetroMter as designed and built for use with
this study was found to be significantly coaparable to other
videly-known instruaenta for testing soil hardness.
• I J •
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7» Th® annual overhead costs of operation of the tile
ditching machines were found to be 39.75 per cent of the ori
ginal cost*
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SUGGESTS) ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
1. Additional data as Indicated In the analysis should
be obtained for the Buckeye nachlne. This data shcyuld then
be analyzed to deteralxie the possibilities of eliminating a
portion of the field or laboratory work, such as taking fewer
•olsture samples or samples for mechanical analysis.
2» It might be advisable to spend more time with each
machine visited and to take 3 or 4 sets of data In different
sections of the field In order to reduce tlrae required and cost
of gathering the data.
3. A method should be devised for determining the effi
ciency of the machine In terms of the aciount of fuel consumed
per unit voltuae of soil excavated.
4. A group of contractors should be asked to cooperate
with the study by keeping accurate records of repair costs,
actual time the machine operates and the number of feet of tile
laid. A service recorder might be used to an advantage with
this pert of the study.
5. An effective means of evaluating the efficiency of
the operator shoruld be devised and used throughout the study.
6. To obtain a more accurate sarapllng of conditions
encountered by the machines, tests should be conducted in all
sections of the state.
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stnetARY
This study «as aade to invsstlgats some of the factors
irtiieh might affect the performance of tile ditching loachlnesy
and to develop a procedure for evaluating those factors which
could be used In a coaparatlve study of the various laachlnes.
The problem Included the developnent of an experimental pro
cedure ^ the design and construction of needed equipment and
the testing of the method of gathering and evaluating the data*
A questionnaire was used as a means of gathering Informa
tion from machine owners concerning the cost of the use of the
machines, and also In securing their comments about the per
formance of the machines with which they were familiar. Addi
tional facts were secured by the author through Interviews of
tile ditching machine owners anA operators while In the field*
A penetrometer was designed and built because available
etiulpaent was found Inconvenient for use in this study. The
penetrometer when tested, using as standards ^e Proctor
Keedle and the Rototlller Soil Hardness Gauge, was found to
give results significant at P » O.Ol*
Field studies were conducted with various machines through
out the state* Data on the rate of excavation, depth of cut,
the degree of soil compaction, the moisture content and the
textural classification of the soil were gathered* An analysis
was made of the data to determine the effect of these factors
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Upon th6 performance of the machine* The results of the
analysis, though not significant at P « .05, appeared eneour-
aging, considering the number of uncontrolled variables and
the Halted number of observations. It was believed that with
additional data it would be possible to obtain control of some
of the sources of variation by classifying the data by these
sources and thereby increasing the magnitude of the signifi
cance of the results*
An analysis of the cost of trenching by machine methods
was made. Fixed costs of operation per year were found to be
approximately 39«75 P®r cent of the original cost per year*
Variable costs considering the present costs of labor and fuel
were found to be about per day of operation*
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